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NOTE:

1.   DO  NOT  SCALE  DRAWING.

2.   INTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE
      WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.

3.   MINIMUM CEILING HEIGHT - 8' 0".
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Speci�cations and Assembly Instructions for item 116-1059



 

 

 

 

PLANNING YOUR BIKE STORAGE ROOM 

A Bike storage facility at your condo, apartment complex, residence or workplace can be 

one of the most used areas on the property. More people are using cycling as a way to 

stay healthy, save money and stay out of traffic jams. Because of the increased numbers 

of bicycle commuters, there is a rising need and responsibility to provide adequate bike 

parking at your facility. Having the right plan for your Bike Room will ensure it is a 

convenient and efficient space to store bicycles securely. 

 

LOCATION : 

The right location can ensure convenience as well as added security. Locate the room 

near an exit and avoid any steps or narrow hallways cyclists would have to navigate. 

Handicap accessible doors can be helpful for getting bikes into the building. If you have 

an automatic door already, try to utilize it as a bike entrance. 

 

FLOOR PLAN: 

Although you may be tempted to fit as many bikes as possible in the space, not providing 

enough walkway space in the room can make it difficult to move and park bikes. A 5-6ft. 

walkway is ideal, but where space is tight, a 48-inch minimum is recommended. As seen 

in the sample floor plans below, a 6 inch clearance from the wall is recommended to 

provide adequate space for bikes in the last bike position adjacent to walls. White 

mechanical fixtures like low hanging pipes, support beams, and electrical or plumbing 

access points may not always be present, proper planning can make sure affected space is 

efficiently utilized. Reference the product features chart on this page for footprints, 

ceiling height minimums and other details. 

 

SECURITY : 

Limiting the access of the Bike Room to authorized users will drastically reduce the 

possibility of theft. If the site is in an open space, like a parking garage or warehouse, a 

chain link cage can be a simple, low cost solution to add security. Be sure the site has 

adequate lighting and consider the use of security cameras. 
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